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Milpas, Milpas and more Milpas
Stories from the western Chiquibul Forest are always alarming and this year 
there seems to be a pronounced, pervasive and stronger move of farmers 
well determined to hack and burn the virgin forest in both the Chiquibul and 
Caracol areas. Flights undertaken over the Chiquibul and Caracol during 
March brought home grim and horrific images of the devastation. This 
deforestation is purely being done at the hands of Guatemalan nationals 
that live nearby the border of our protected areas and are using the land 
for planting of corn, beans and pumpkin.

Supported by both PACT and Lighthawk, FCD was able to get a first hand 
view of the devastation. Over 40 new areas were observed, amounting to 
more than 300 acres. In fact, only one single plantation was recorded to 
be 65 acres large!! What was more concerning was that new shelters and 
settlements were being erected by Guatemalans inside the protected areas. 

Belize’s laws are very clear that these are all illegal activities, and therefore 
FCD’s stance has been that we need to address these immediately by putting 

large number of men on the ground, destroy the crops and remove the settlements. This year FCD is taking a closer look at this situation which is rapidly escalating 
thanks to a PACT project which is aimed at targeting these milpas The matter is complex, sensitive and dangerous due to the proximity of these activities not only 
along the border but some as far as 2.5 km inside the chiquibul forest.
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Bi-National Action Plan Developed
Over the years several Guatemalan non-governmental institutions have joined efforts with 
state based institutions in Peten, Guatemala to protect the Maya Biosphere Reserve. This 
enabled them to develop skills and capabilities on a wide range of conservation initiatives 
including environmental education, livelihood alternatives, community development and 
environmental security. 

Several of these NGO institutions including Asociacion Balam, Wildlife Conservation 
Society, Rainforest Alliance, CONAP, Global Humanity and Naturaleza para la Vida 
visited Belize in March at the invitation of FCD with the purpose of developing an action 
plan for the protection and conservation of the bi-national ecosystem Chiquibul-Maya 
Mountains. The two day event resulted in the development of the Chiquibul-Maya 
Mountains Action Plan (Belize-Guatemala). The three areas of interventions include 
environmental legislation and security, community development and organization, and 
environmental education and public awareness. The aim is now to consolidate the support 
coalition through a working agreement among the parties, fundraise and put into effect the 
activities outlined in the action plan.

Dignitaries reunion at OAS
Since 2007 FCD have conducted several reunions and important events at the Organization of American 
States (OAS) office located between the Melchor and Benque Border. But on the 9th of April a reunion 
with delegates including the US Ambassador, UK High Commissioner, Melchor de Mencos Alcalde, 
OAS Director, and other members of these institutions became one of our most memorable working 
sessions. On this occasion FCD and its partner institution – Asociacion Balam gave an overview of the 
environmental challenges, root causes of the Chiquibul degradation and emphasized the need for an 
elevated environmental security program that can match the ongoing incursions and encroachments 
into Belize’s Chiquibul forest. 

FCD has a formal working agreement between Asociacion Balam and the municipality authorities 
located along the western border namely Melchor de Mencos, Dolores, Poptun and San Luis which 
enables FCD to have an open discussion and partnership program across Belize’s border.

USF at Las Cuevas
From the 1 to 8 of May, Las Cuevas Research Station (LCRS) hosted its first University 
study group for the 2013 cycle.  FCD’s Biologist and General Station Manager, Boris Arevalo 
served as the lead instructor for the Field Methods and Protected Areas Management 
Course.  The group consisted of 12 students plus two professors, led by Dr. Henry Alegria 
and Dr. Dixon.  The students participated a 100% on hands-on exercises on tropical 
forest research protocols covering topics such as plant inventories, carbon sequestration, 
Non-timber forest products, small mammals, plant animal interactions, bird surveys (mist 
netting and point counts), and soil ecology. Students also had the opportunity to visit 
the Mountain Pine Ridge Forest Reserve where they learned about pine forest ecology 
and management and conservation of pine forests. The group also visited the Caracol 
Archaeological Monument where they learned about tourism and protected areas and how 
tourism can impact the natural environment and cultural heritages.

The LCRS is fully operational and encourages Universities and Colleges to contact us for 
further information at fcd.lcrs@gmail.com

Mammoth Cave Partnership Sought
Mammoth Cave National Park is located in the soft-sloping hills of Central Kentucky and with over 
300 miles of underground passage ways; it is the longest recorded cave system in the world. It was 
instituted as a World Heritage Site in 1981. For FCD, the Chiquibul Caverns, likewise, is a special 
and unique place due to its huge caverns and long passages. In fact, the Chiquibul Cave System 
which is managed by FCD, consists of four sets of caves and more than 55 km of passages have 
been documented. Like the Mammoth Caves, our vision has been to create it a World Heritage Site. 
Both Dr. Jaime Awe, Director of the Institute of Archaeology and the CEO in the Ministry of Natural 
Resources supported for this designation in 2010; yet we are still at the stage of compiling the 
necessary documentation which eventually would be presented to the World Heritage Foundation. 

Managing the caverns in Chiquibul has been challenging due to the limited resources, including 
the limited technical expertise in karst management and lack of specialized gear. In this regard, 
FCD is seeking a potential partnership with Mammoth Cave authorities. On the 26th of April, 
FCD’s Executive Director met with the Superintendent of Mammoth Caves, Mrs. Sarah Craighead 
and Rick Toomey, Mammoth Cave International Center for Science and Learning Director where 
presentations and discussions were undertaken, creating the platform for further networking. 

WCS Support Macaw Monitoring
Not many scarlet macaws are left in Belize. In fact, throughout its range this bird has a grim fate, 
due to the loss of habitat and poaching. Along the Chalillo reservoir, located on the north-eastern 
flank of the Chiquibul the losses have been dramatic as the young birds fall prey to poachers who 
are determined to rob the chicks and move them into Guatemala. Last year, the presence of FCD 
rangers and volunteers in the area proved to be successful in deterring poachers. This year to 
elevate the probability of success FCD has partnered with Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS), 
based in Peten, Guatemala to sustain a macaw biological monitoring program for the period 
March to September. This is the season when macaws are nesting and breeding in the area. 

The financing from WCS, which originated from the United States Department of the Interior 
(USDOI) is being used for contracting a four man team in the area, acquisition of climbing 
equipment and cross training with experts from WCS. So far the team has identified 12 active 
nests and the monitoring team is concentrating its efforts in caring for the nests and disorienting 
any would be poachers. We expect that for this nesting season we will have a more heightened 
sense of achievement due to the joint effort established with WCS. 
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FCD Youth Group Grows
With the able leadership of Miss Nidia Panti, Luceli Itza, Cindy Itza and Hicela Panti the FCD 
Environmental Youth Group continues to grow stronger. The activities have not stopped and 
a range of social and interactive events have been undertaken this year including village and 
riverside cleanups, campfires, nature campouts and recycling of materials.

With the assistance Of the Centre for the Promotion of Micro and Small Enterprises in Central 
America and Dominican Republic (CEMPROMYPE), an action plan was finalized in April. The 
plan outlines various activities under four strategic areas: Capacity Building and Strengthening, 
Knowledge Transfer, Sustainability, and Communications and Outreach. It also contains a budget 
projection for this current year totaling $29,000.00 in order to support the planned activities.

The mission of the youth group is to develop an appreciation for conservation of our natural 
environment through positive social and eco-friendly youth activities. Though the great majority of the 
members of the FCD Environmental Youth Group are from Succotz, all youth are welcomed to join. 
To contact them call FCD office at 823-2657 or at 636-8099 (President, Miss Nidia Panti) or visit the 
Facebook page at FCD Environmental Youth Group.
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Employee of the Quarter – Boris Arevalo
Boris Arevalo is once more given the title, Employee of the Quarter for his dedication, commitment and 
professionalism. Boris is FCD’s Biologist and General Station Manager for Las Cuevas Research Station. 
Annually Boris has to juggle with two projects in order to meet the needs of the institution and also to keep 
on the job his 3 man team.  Yet with two projects, he took the challenge of running the research facility.  
When FCD took over management responsibilities for Las Cuevas, we were practically uncertain about 
visiting groups for this year, as there was so much upgrade needed for the station. But the scenario today 
has been encouraging and fast moving. We are certain that FCD’s Research Program has continued 
climbing to new limits thanks to Boris and his team. Congratulations Boris and keep up the good work. 

Partners Spotlight – Restoring Eden
Last year FCD had the opportunity to meet Peter Illyn, Founder and Executive Director of the NGO 
organization named Restoring Eden. This US based organization has a Creation Center Program 
in Santa Elena, Cayo which offers students a mind blowing experience in Belize and serves as an 
academic campus for US students. The mission of Restoring Eden is to help the church rediscover 
the biblical call to love, serve and protect God’s creation.

FCD has selected Restoring Eden as the Partner Spotlight for this quarter due to the extensive 
support provided to FCD and Peter’s commitment for a better world. Their mission and objectives 
are singular and the discussions and resolutions agreed by both institutions have opened new 
and innovative frontiers using the environment as the common ground. We are extremely grateful 
and honored to have established a working relationship with Restoring Eden and we are certain 
that our missions will be enriched due to the philosophies, mechanisms and faith that we share.

Wildlife Bits - White-lipped peccary
The White-lipped peccary (Tayassu pecari) once roamed freely and in great numbers across the 
massive Chiquibul forest.  The white-lipped peccaries are dark brown or blackish in color, the 
coat is bristly, with the hairs running down the spine growing longer than the sides and forming 
a crest which is raised when the peccary becomes excited. The body is rounded and barrel-like, 
and the legs are long and slender. The face is long and ends with a pig-like nasal disc. Like 
the rest of the body, the head is dark brown, which makes the white markings surrounding the 
mouth and lower jaw stand out conspicuously.  This wild pig weighs from 25 to 40 kg and range 
from about 90 to 139 cm in length. Tayassu pecari is becoming scarcer throughout Belize.  

A recent study conducted in the Chiquibul forest, reveals that the white-lipped peccaries might 
be locally extinct from the Chiquibul Forest as no white-lipped peccary was recorded throughout 
the study. Today, only stories are heard of the great white-lipped peccary’s abundance and 
existence in the Chiquibul Forest.  Loggers, Chicleros and Xateros tell tales of the packs 
of over 100 peccaries. Their great numbers have diminished from the Chiquibul and other 
forested areas in Belize as the white-lipped peccary is a species preferred by hunters.

FCD Research Team Complete Poaching Study
From October to March 2013 FCD’s research team was engaged in studying the effects of poaching 
on game species in the Chiquibul Forest.

The results which were released in May revealed that illegal hunting of game species is evenly 
distributed across the Chiquibul Forest contrary to the beliefs that the closer the area was to the 
Belize-Guatemala border a higher hunting rate would occur and the further away from the border 
the hunting pressure would lessen.  The study also revealed that hunters have been targeting large 
bodied species, leading to a severe reduction on large game abundance. Hunters are also known 
to be targeting smaller individuals as well as non-traditional game species such as the keel billed 
toucan.

 FCD is well aware of the increase of poaching in the Chiquibul as a result of increased xate extraction, 
milpa farming and illegal logging caused by Guatemalan communities located nearby the western 
flank of the Chiquibul forest. To address this problem, FCD recommends the increase of enforcement 
elements that can counteract the illegal xate extraction, expansion agricultural frontier and illegal 
logging. Likewise, it is critical that all pertinent regulatory agencies be more proactive in processing 
individuals successfully in court.   This research was made possible through the financial support of the 
PACT Foundation.

Helping Farmers with Protective Structures
A contract agreement for the construction of five protective structures for five farmers and members 
of the Friends of Vaca Forest Reserve was signed between FCD and Mr. Amir Pulido in March. Four 
of these structures were constructed inside the Vaca Forest Reserve and one in the Water Hole Area 
with each structure measuring 16 feet wide by 60 feet long for a lifespan of 4 to 5 years. The cover 
structure is to be used specifically for the planting of a hybrid tomato and sweet pepper seed that can 
be produced throughout the year.

The farmers benefitting from this project which is funded by the Global Environment Facility Small 
Grants Programme include: Marcotulio de la Fuente, Roberto Melendez, Isai Melgar, Santiago Can and 
Carlos Serrano. This program endorsed by the Forest Department, forms part of the goal to reduce land 
degradation in the Vaca Forest Reserve and promote community participation on best use practices in 
a protected area.

Ambassadors Visit Chiquibul Caverns
Since taking co-management responsibilities of the Chiquibul Cave System, FCD has merely taken 
a handful of people into these caverns. The most recent visitors included the US Ambassador, Costa 
Rica’s Ambassador, Mexico’s Ambassador to Belize and EU’s Country representative. The trip proved 
to be an unforgettable experience due to the many wildlife species, geologic formations and huge 
cave entrances observed. 

The caverns are remote and access is not easy. Presently the management plan does not provide 
for open access into these caverns though it is anticipated that in the near future a section of the 
cave will be open for tourism purposes. 

Bi-National Watershed Plan 2013
For over three years, communities from Belize and Guatemala have been taking actions to jointly protect 
the Chiquibul and Mopan Rivers. Early this year members of the bi-national alliance were convened at the 
Organization of American States office where the 18 members of the alliance were provided with copies 
of the Action Plan 2013. Developing this action plan had taken previous coordination and planning among 
the 18 leaders. The reunion not only had the opportunity to distribute the materials but also they learnt 
the importance of group work. Leaders were involved in group dynamics and the Alcalde from Melchor de 
Mencos, Mr. Ricardo Avila encouraged all leaders to continue the ongoing joint effort.

The Action Plan provides a roadmap for community activities. In this regard, FCD with the assistance from 
donors provide some financial support. The British Embassy has been our primary supporter on this venture 
and has financed various river conservation activities in Bullet Tree Falls, Vaca, Salpet, Cidabenque and Tikalito 
who are members of the bi-national alliance.
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